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Welcome to the May 2017 issue of the Kent Environmental Council newsletter. The focus for KEC in 

2017 is making connections. 

 

 

          Bees: A Complicated Story 

 

Why should we care about bees and other pollinators? Well, they pollinate 

about a third of all of the food we eat....and they are in trouble. Theories 

vary about why so many bees are dying, but the truth is that it is a 

combination of many things. Michelle Colopy, program director of the 

Pollinator Stewardship Council, spoke at the KEC breakfast meeting on 

March 31 to provide a wider perspective on the issues related to 

pollinators.  

  

Historically, every home had bees. Today, there are small beekeepers with fewer than 25 hives, 

beekeepers with midrange numbers and commercial beekeepers who transport bees across the county 

with 440 hives per truck. Large-scale beekeeping is part of the agricultural practice of monocrops, which 

began after World War II. One example is almonds, where one farm might have 13,000 miles of 

almonds. The bees come and pollinate the almonds but, because the fields are so large, there is no 

natural foliage for the bees to eat. That means the bees must be moved on to another crop site, or the 

bees will starve. 

 

 

Beekeepers make money transporting bees; however, if nearby 

farms have used pesticides that drift and are still active, it may 

cost beekeepers more than they make to replace the bees that are 

killed as a result. Beekeepers used to make 75% of their money 

from honey, but now they make 75% of it from moving their bees 

from crop to crop. One beekeeper lost 5,000 hives when pesticide 

spray drifted from nearby peach trees that had been sprayed the 

previous week. Every crop scheduled for pollination after that 

event is affected by having fewer bees available to pollinate the 

crops. This system is not sustainable. 
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Loss of bees in the winter historically has been 10% to 15%. From 2007 to 2013, losses ranged from 

approximately 28% to 33%. Now the losses are even higher. Climate change plays a role as well 

because a sudden change in weather can affect hives, compounding the pollination problem. 

 

Another issue is homeowners' penchant for neatly trimmed lawns. Grasses do not feed pollinators. 

Pollinators need plants such as clover and dandelions. With 24 million acres of grass in the United 

States, pollinators lack the nutritious forage they need to survive. 

  

Diseases and pests are problematic also. Bees are under attack from Varroa mites, nosema and viruses 

that kill bee colonies. Varroa mites can be controlled, but some of those methods kill bees at the same 

time. 

 

More than 80,000 pesticides are available in the United States. Products that have been in the news 

recently are neonicotinoids. These chemicals have a proven link to colony collapse disease. Other 

research is under way. Pesticides are tested using one pesticide on one bee, but this is not the way the 

real world works. Typically, three or four pesticides are combined, and sometimes the canisters get so 

hot that farmers cannot touch them. Combinations of pesticides can sometimes be more deadly than the 

components used separately. For example, if a combination pesticide is applied at a level that is below 

the lethal dose for bees, the outcome can be the same. As one beekeeper told Colopy, "My bees are still 

dead." 

 

 

The timing of the pesticide is application is important also. For 

example, FirstEnergy used to spray its roadside weed killers while 

plants were blooming. The Pollinator Council approached the 

company about delaying that task until after the blooming is done. 

Finally, FirstEnergy changed its spraying schedule. Another 

problem is that people often spray during the day, but it is better to 

spray at night when bees are not foraging. This is very important 

for mosquito spraying. Timing is one thing humans can control, 

and they can do better. 

  

Regulation also plays a role in terms of the effects of pesticides on pollinators. All U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency research is conducted by pesticide manufacturers, and they alone decide whether or 

not a chemical is toxic. The EPA sets residue tolerances--the residue level in food that won't kill you 

outright. But the residue still lingers in the human nervous system. Spray drift, dust and rain runoff 

compound the problem, leaving residue in food, animals, seeds and bees. The accumulated residue adds 

up. Colopy noted that the government is not going to set any levels for glyphosate (Roundup) because 

the government cannot set safe levels. People in the bee industry have grown tired of reporting bee kills 

because often nothing is done about the reports. Issues such as compliance with federal mandates, 

unfunded mandates and unfunded suggestions, and voluntary compliance lead to an ineffective system. 

 

The overuse of pesticides is part of the problem. Not every insect is bad--less than 5% of insects in the 

world are harmful. Ninety-five percent of insects killed by blanket application of pesticides are not pests 

and may even be beneficial because they eat real pests. 

  

Various coalitions are working on the larger issues, and the Pollinator Stewardship Coalition is working 

to help them focus their efforts and advocate for pollinator health. The EPA is working on a pollinator 

protection plan. 
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 • Don't be complacent. 

 • Educate yourself, and talk to other people. 

 • Call someone if you see spraying where it should not be done or unsafe practices are being used. 

 • Buy local. 

 • Clean house gutters, and eliminate small puddles of water around the house. One cup of water 

can contain 1,000 mosquito larvae. Bees drink 1 1/2 gallons a day, and any spray on standing 

water will kill bees. If you need to spray for mosquitos, do so after dark, not during day. 

 • Plant pollinator gardens. (Most require full sun.) 

 • Deliberately kill your grass, and plant native flowers. You can find the link to the transformation 

of Colopy's yard here.  

Colopy pointed out that people will not starve to death without pesticides and cautioned that buying 

cheap, nonorganic food means buying pesticides. She also recommended the book Vanishing Bees: 

Science, Politics, and Honeybee Health by Sainath Suryanarayanan. 

 

Colopy can be reached at 330-727-8492, or send an email to progdirector@pollinatorstewardship.org.  

 

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

     Honeybee Collapse: Are Pesticides the 

Cause? 
 

Where did they go? They were here last time we checked, 

and now they're gone! What could we have done to keep 

this from happening? The sudden collapse of a honeybee 

colony is annoying at best to those who keep bees for 

enjoyment and a ready source of local honey. But when 

colony collapse is widespread, it threatens both native 

vegetation and agricultural crop yields because honeybees 

are major pollinators of these plants. Colony collapse 

disorder (CCD) is a major concern, especially in the United 

States. Many investigators in academic and government 

labs have been investigating the potential causes of CCD 

since it was first identified in 2006. Here I summarize a conference of 175 investigators that was 

convened by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 2012. I also include some thoughts from the Tri-

County Bee Keepers Association meeting held in Wooster, Ohio, in early March 2017. 

 

There is no silver-bullet explanation for CCD. The consensus maintains that "a complex set of stressors 

and pathogens [are] associated with CCD, and researchers are increasingly using multi-factorial 

approaches to studying the causes of colony losses (USDA, 2012, page vi)." The list of causative agents 

of CCD is long and includes investigation of the synergistic effects of these agents in promoting CCD. 

The major potential sources are decline in habitat ("bee pasturage"); decrease in diversity of pollen and 

nectar resources; bacterial and viral influences; and pesticides. It is generally believed that for hives to 

be successful over time and avoid CCD, the hives need to be "good healthy colonies headed by young 

productive queens" (Caron & Connor, 2013, p. 321). 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3BqispcfU-oWgjxjQ1EQJACgVpfWNxptDmc4trnC98xwhUtkHE3grWrRnug9pXsM4Ja76jAjV4YGMD9MrYGYvCjsSXD534YVZwzsSTXf_KieQNEtOnHpA77FNEQz_AP8j&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3ubAhyUhXfcHH0O42pi3UqJWp1NGZSE5_cQztV8JJ4RpEPpUOYVXgfSamCpdFK1k_OxzwW-CBUYxnQZHGc1siascLrqVC7m77-ZfJf5CH4aYQFQDtTNkXm9yrJilgXj1-wjduVWm6xYlfpn99gvmNcg==&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3rIK-n5d-t5ITLfJ8r3MYnaUms0RTRPwNFvPOMD84NAzKoIj-5uAvBvO2AJGi6are-VLIabk-uOWa6CHFHrRYcaTfFIpV5rGqLupD8_TAo0azAavM9cnnt_-AEYQE-fJOpf1-RJ1Tjpkmu-cgKhBFLeyxD03FIHEvT3H0T-KRgZODWiAWlaASpA==&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3rIK-n5d-t5ITLfJ8r3MYnaUms0RTRPwNFvPOMD84NAzKoIj-5uAvBvO2AJGi6are-VLIabk-uOWa6CHFHrRYcaTfFIpV5rGqLupD8_TAo0azAavM9cnnt_-AEYQE-fJOpf1-RJ1Tjpkmu-cgKhBFLeyxD03FIHEvT3H0T-KRgZODWiAWlaASpA==&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
mailto:progdirector@pollinatorstewardship.org
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But what keeps a bee colony healthy? The answer is complex, 

and here I list the reason in the order generally considered 

most important to least. Nutrition has a major impact on 

individual bees and colony longevity (USDA, 2012, p. 6). 

Good nutrition comes from having a wide diversity of pollen 

and nectar in abundance. Threats to good nutrition have come 

from the loss of habitat; where once there were "empty lots" 

with a wide diversity of weeds and wildflowers, there now is 

agricultural monoculture. Another threat to healthy colonies is 

bee parasites, notably but not only the Varroa mite. Also coming into play are bee pathogens, such as 

pathogenic bacteria and a variety of bee viruses, some of which use the Varroa mite as a vector. The 

final factor of primary concern is insecticides, especially neonicotinoids that disrupt bee physiology and 

can lead to death (USDA, 2012, p. 6). 

 

Current research indicates that bees differ in their sensitivity to any given pesticide depending on a 

variety of factors that influence overall bee health. As with humans, the effects of any toxin on a bee are 

ameliorated in several ways. Bees (and humans) have biochemical pathways (e.g., cytochrome P-450 

pathways) that degrade foreign organic materials and render them less toxic. Furthermore, bees (and 

humans) have species-specific gut flora (commonly known as beneficial bacteria) that aid in the 

absorption of nutrients, and the detoxification of environmental chemicals (USDA, 2012, p. 11). For 

these reasons, "it is not clear . . . whether pesticide exposure is a major factor associated with U.S. honey 

bee health declines in general, or specifically affects production of honey or delivery of pollination 

services" (USDA, 2012, p. 16). However, "in some instances honey bee colonies can be severely harmed 

by exposure to high doses of insecticides" (USDA, 2012, p. 16). The prevailing view is that although 

bees are exposed to a wide variety of pesticides in minute quantities, the level of exposure is generally 

insufficient to kill bees (Mullin et al., 2010). 

 

 

In short, it is not the dose that bees receive that is most 

important but the effect of that dose on bee physiology--

and that is a matter dependent on overall bee health. 

Because the susceptibility of bees to pests and pesticides is 

dependent on their overall health, professional and amateur 

beekeepers focus on maintaining healthy bees--and that is a 

topic that can easily fill a whole book (Caron & Connor, 

2013). This discussion is not intended to minimize the 

potential importance of pesticides in the environment on 

honeybee colony longevity; pesticides are a continuing concern to beekeepers and are an important area 

of entomological research. But here I wanted to put the effects of pesticides on bees in perspective and 

in accord with the best available science on the matter. As Caron and Connor (2013, p. 321) write, 

"Failure to guard against personal biases and agendas will lead beekeepers to false conclusions at 

the peril of the bees we steward." 
 

References: 
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--Bob Heath 

 

     Creating Water Out of Thin Air 
 

Solar panel developed by Zero Mass Water, an 

Arizona company 

A Scottsdale, Arizona, company, Zero Mass Water, has 

developed a process to passively catch the humidity in 

the air, filter it and store what is collected in a 30-gallon 

tank. The process uses the company's Source device, a 

solar panel with a metal box underneath that uses 

sunlight to produce electricity and heat, thus allowing a 

set of proprietary materials to capture humidity. The 

tank is connected to pipes and a faucet. One panel can 

produce 5 liters of water per day, or enough to sustain a 

small family. To collect more water, several Source 

devices can be connected together. The Source device is being used in Somalia, Ecuador and Indonesia 

where water is scarce. This technology can be life-giving in such drought-ridden areas. The company's 

goal is to create a sustainable water system within the home and, overall, to democratize water. The 

Source device can be installed within 30 minutes and costs about $3,500. To hear a news report about 

the device, click here, or visit the company's website. 

 

Sources: azfamily.com--3TV April 6, 2017, and Business Insider October 28, 2016.   

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

     Climate Change in the American Mind--and Conservative Attempts to 

Modify the View of Future Generations 
 

At a recent KEC breakfast, member Bob Heath shared a Yale 

University study that gives a snapshot of how Americans perceive 

climate change.  

The following are some of the findings from the research: 

 • Seven of 10 people believe climate change is real. 

 • Fifty-five percent understand that global warming is mostly 

human-caused, while 34% believe it is mostly the result of natural 

changes in the environment. 

 • Only 15% understand that more than 90% of climate 

scientists are confident that humans caused global warming. 

https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3RcYs0xpjYTZLkmDoJoW3qshGTVNAPEubvWV6tSplmwl5_TY0gpXEFstXZkABtQPm_CjZJJOF3K81f2l-ZMaXyTECIWSf8FlQ9z_Q-bSwDsORsU8371zErC8msLXzJ8O6Hr35sUKK2wYa92CIVHPCNYXBUaqI2dQXbBuCrbFtM-sde-oFuKqQ2LsCG85xT_Pn&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3ghWH2qcAM9zj0DQVn0uMGT7lXdsf5YRPw_YMfHXztDocLxJjawQnyuBYDPUsTdcQP6LTklCO-XPS483kOleT4ZxkWeBeudKi1QrMMrIM8gruWZoi6CZMoQ==&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://azfamily.com/
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 • Six of 10 people believe climate change is affecting the weather in the United States. 

 • Seventy-one percent believe that climate change is a distant threat and will harm future 

generations, plants and animals, and people in developing countries. 

 • One in 3 says they have personally experienced the effects of climate change. 

 • Seventy-six believe that schools should teach climate change. 

 

At the same breakfast, participants also discussed an attempt by the Heartland Institute to sew doubt 

among school teachers about climate change. As reported by the New York Times on April 27, 2017, the 

conservative think tank is known for attacking climate science and has been mailing 200,000 copies of 

the book Why Scientists Disagree About Global Warming to school teachers in public schools, colleges 

and universities throughout the United States. (KEC Editor's Note: Teachers in Kent schools have 

received the book.) 

 

The book falsely claims that the scientific evidence of human causes of climate change is deeply flawed 

and labels it a "fake crisis" that Democrats are using to scare voters and raise money. The book does not 

mention that more than 90% of published climate scientists in the country have concluded that recent 

global warming is both real and mostly the result of human activity. According to environmental 

experts, high-quality climate reconstructions from ice cores, tree rings, lake sediments and other 

geological sources, coupled with rigorous analyses of solar activity, volcanism and fossil fuel emissions 

have made it clear that the recent warming is not simply a result of natural variability or cycles. 

  

Recent surveys have shown, however, that many science teachers are unaware of these recent studies 

and many still believe the older natural-causes theory. These teachers may be vulnerable to the 

Heartland Institute's attempt to influence the next generation on a national scale. David L. Evans, 

executive director of the National Science Teachers Association, sent a letter to the group's members 

saying that "labeling propaganda as science does not make it so" and that the Heartland Institute's mass 

mailing of the book was an "unprecedented attack" on science education. 

 

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

     Urban Forests: Are They Worth the 

Expense? 

 
Trees make a city look nice and comfortable. Many people 

like the aesthetics of trees in an urban landscape. But having 

an urban forest is risky, and it's expensive to maintain. Is it 

worth it? This question was recently addressed by one of the 

nation's leading urban foresters at a recent meeting in 

Cleveland. Dr. David Nowak, senior scientist at the U.S. 

Forest Service, appeared as part of the Hope for the City series 

in Cleveland's Old Stone Church on March 8. Nowak's 

research has focused primarily on determining the benefits of 

an urban forest and expressing that benefit in economic terms. Because the costs of maintaining an 

urban forest are denominated in dollars, his goal has been to express the benefits of an urban forest in 

the same terms. Nowak's presentation can be found here. 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3sMciZN2dnb4oY5VUClwjulhua5fHTXmX_FmcmsWkooR-6Z6yj0Xa11KaCEMGqaLUVSRKKGnQ7QD-3LiMJqkguZH8DIX_EOdpzYfrHPemScxfBASKOl5LXfVJ0UGvk8y96SYBHUIG81W93JcNMoZx6riN227laCHc52cjVWKD-kEUS-70Cioitxgx3xv9bex8MsF1IQC4Kl8_-ur5H0fmJ3ND3xgUoKZ0&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYtebj6pVCcFL1abs3mTgjNn7iW-izHbp7aX5vqR_IMFmvTumhAqk97vT1zvv7SHuG7kme2P5Nux7Ax6pI9vtDZppNmAVoNa1y4rY5wV_VKrQzblw_jWc9lO7G-RScgGVxvl5Y2MoaPrD89POoQZud7Q8WLxWYkshKUX90aBC3wb&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
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The greatest benefit of trees comes from their energy-saving ability. Cities are heat islands, 

and Cleveland is no exception. Our place in "the country" (Mantua Township) is regularly 6 

degrees Fahrenheit to 7 degrees Fahrenheit cooler in the summer than Cleveland. Why? In 

Cleveland, like other cities, energy use is concentrated among residents and industries; in 

the countryside, energy use is less dense. The elevated temperature in Cleveland also 

exacerbates energy use as people turn on their air conditioners to stay cool. But an urban 

forest can reverse that trend by cooling the surrounding air through evapotranspiration. 

Evapotranspiration from an urban forest has been measured to lower the temperature of a 

city by 1 degree Fahrenheit to 2 degrees Fahrenheit. Shading a building in the summer is 

another way to decreased energy use, while shading a building in the winter leads to 

increased energy use. So planting deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings 

gives full shade in the summer and only 35% shade in the winter, leading to the best of both 

worlds in terms of energy reduction.  

 

 

Trees improve air quality by having one of the best surfaces to which 

particles can stick. Urban air is filled with small suspended particles 

from dust, exhaust and industrial activities. Probably everyone has 

noticed how much clearer the air is following a storm. Ever wonder 

where all that dust went? Leaves hold particles brought to their 

surfaces, mostly during a rainstorm, and then are eventually rinsed off 

onto the ground. This means that it's not the size of the tree that counts 

but the leaf surface area that makes the difference; trees of the same 

height and age can differ widely in their leaf surface area. When 

planting trees for the primary purpose of improving air quality, it is 

important to select the right type of tree. Generally, a deciduous tree has 

a leaf surface area of five or six times the area of the ground covered by the tree, while conifers can have 

as much as 15 times the surface area of the space covered by the tree. 

 

Trees greatly improve water quality and the issues that arise from 

sudden, large storms that lead to flooding. Tree roots condition the 

surrounding soil to receive water by forming deep channels that 

attenuate flooding following large storms. Trees also improve water 

quality by taking up water and releasing it through evapotranspiration. 

Finally, trees reduce greenhouse gas concentrations in the 

atmosphere by taking up carbon dioxide and storing it in wood. These 

benefits are the ones that can readily be dollar denominated and have 

been included in a canopy cover value-assessment program developed 

by Nowak called iTree. The program can provide the dollar value of benefits received by trees over any 

given area, ranging from the size of a state, to the size of a city or to the size of an individual plot of 

land. 

 

What is the measurable value of urban forests in Ohio? An urban area is identified as one having a 

population greater than 500 people per square mile. By this measure, Ohio is the eighth most urbanized 

state with 10.8% of the state identified as urban; with 6.2 million urban acres, Ohio's urban forest is 

projected to increase. The canopy covers 37.6% of the land in the state, which is slightly lower than 

average for the United States. The urban canopy cover, however, is much lower. Cleveland, for 

example, has only 19% canopy cover and that amount is decreasing by 1.5% every five years. By 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3c5IVCdzlsbX6hNr-wxFSxE0zvSY4EV85CQQnEFepAlZTo4E3lwZ-qyDj730dbwJmi8M8rPuK3x4K68K33MyQ0J35fyUtF99f1CMe4cdJXLm0RMwaH8B6cw==&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
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comparison, Pittsburgh has about 40% canopy cover, which is considered by many urban planners as 

ideal. 

 

The value of urban forests in Ohio derived from iTree are shown below: 

 • Avoided energy use: $313 million per year 

 • Air pollution removal: $266 million per year 

 • Avoided surface water runoff: $240 million per year 

 • Carbon dioxide sequestration: $152 million per year 

 • Total: $971 million per year 

 

With nearly a billion dollars in services received each year from its urban forests, 

Ohio receives the fifth largest amount in urban tree services in the nation. This 

amounts to a value of $687 per acre of urban tree cover. The benefits of urban 

forests, however, come with a price tag of a few million dollars to maintain them. 

While this is a significant amount of money for Ohio to spend on maintaining its 

urban forests, the value of the services received for that investment is equally 

significant--so much so that even Ebenezer Scrooge could understand the value of 

maintaining an urban forest. 

 

But wait there's more! These are only the readily measurable services received. Next time, I will 

summarize a companion talk given by Dr. Kathleen Wolf from the University of Washington and a 

speaker at Sustainable Cleveland's Year of Vibrant Green Space event. She talked about the "softer" side 

of the value of urban forests, including boosts to the immune system, increased cognitive function, and 

enhanced ability to concentrate and work productively. She also talked about how trees can help people 

reduce stress and depression and even to reduce glucose levels in diabetics. But that's for the next 

newsletter. 

 

--Bob Heath 

 

     Coral Reefs and Climate Change 
 

Did you know that 90% of the excess carbon in the world is 

absorbed by the upper layer of the oceans (90 meters)? This is a 

major reason why so many coral reefs are dying. You might 

wonder whether this is a local effect or the result of climate 

change. As it turns out, local effects do play a role, but climate 

change definitely is the main cause. Studies in 1997 and 2010 

showed that bleached reefs recovered in 12 months. From 2014 

through today, global temperatures have been the highest ever 

year after year, a clear indication of climate change. After 34 

months, many coral reefs have not recovered. In the last 30 years, 50% of the world's coral reefs have 

been lost. 
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The Galapagos reefs damaged by bleaching and storms 1982 still have not recovered because corals 

need to connect to other reefs to help them replenish their bleached out corals. The Galapagos reefs have 

no nearby reefs to help them replenish and rebuild. 

  

The coral reef in Hawaii is in deeper layers of the ocean in 

cooler water. In 1996, some bleaching occurred, but the corals 

recovered and remained healthy until 2014 when extremely 

warm water from the south damaged the reefs; the following 

year, extremely warm water from the north had the same 

effect. Some outlying islands went from a normal 1% loss to 

a13% loss in 2014 and then to a 22% loss in 2015. The main 

island in 2015 had an 80% bleached response. 

  

 

A project called 50 Reefs uses a scientific process to identifying 50 reefs worldwide that need protection 

and develop a worldwide plan to protect the reefs. Local conditions, such as overfishing, play a role and 

need to be addressed first. Project scientists, however, are trying to evaluate the best ways to repopulate 

the reefs by looking at alternatives for each reef and what to do at every occurrence. For example, 

scientists are looking at which corals are most able to survive bleaching and heat with the intention of 

replicating those corals that survive and then crossbreading them in the lab. The project scientists also 

plan to use other techniques such as assisted migration of resistant corals. The next step will be to 

determine how to get the corals back to where they need to be. The scientists warn, however, that 

breeding is not the final solution and that climate change 

must be addressed globally. 

 

 

New reefs are forming in new places; however, overfishing 

has to be solved and other issues need to be addressed if 

efforts to repopulate corals are to succeed. Also, corals need 

a lot of light and cannot migrate wholesale toward the north 

or south poles to find more favorable conditions. They 

cannot survive there. 

  

Here is what you can do to help:  

 • Reduce your carbon footprint as much as possible 

by reducing, reusing and recycling.  

 • Focus on action and successes.  

 • Focus on local and state levels rather than the national level. 

 • Support renewable sources of energy.   

Even if the United States does pull out of the Paris Climate Change Agreement as EPA Administrator 

Scott Pruitt has recommended, remember that climate change is a global problem and that the 

international consensus supports the belief that carbon dioxide is the cause of global warming. 

Remember also that solving the problem of climate does not have to be the sole purview of 

governments. In Germany, for example, new wind farms were installed recently without government 

assistance. 

  

Concern still lingers, however, about President Donald Trump's proposed cuts of 22% to NOAA 

(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) because researchers depend on satellite data from 

NOAA and other sources for tracking corals and predicting global temperatures. 
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Why should you all care about this issue? In addition to the carbon 

removal already discussed, coral reefs produce some of the oxygen that 

people breathe, provide habitat for one in four of all marine species and 

protect coastlines from the full force of storms. Coral reefs provide work 

for a half billion people around the world, are responsible for billions of 

dollars in tourism, fishing, and other commerce, and are key to medical 

research for cures to diseases, including cancer, arthritis and bacterial or 

viral infections. 

 

To view a video from 50 Reefs, click here, or visit the Smithsonian Ocean Portal, which is designed to 

increase knowledge and awareness about the importance of the oceans. Later in 2017, look for the 

release of the full-length film Chasing Coral. 

 

Sources: 1A on NPR. April 19, 2017; Record-Courier, March 15, 2017. 

 

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

 

     Did You Know . . . 
 

"Freeing Ancient Sunlight: Coal, oil and natural gas are fossil fuels, energy producing 

substances that are preserved in rock. Primeval solar energy is stored in fossil 

fuels.  Plants and animals that lived millions of years ago used the energy of the sun to 

build their bodies. When these organisms died, that energy was stored in organic compounds 

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. The energy of coal, oil, and gas used today comes 

ultimately from ancient sunlight." (Source: Display at Carnegie Museum of Natural 

History, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 

  

"The world's oil industry was born in 1859 near Titusville, PA. Oil fields in Venango and McKean 

counties were soon discovered, followed by new fields in southwestern PA. For a time in the late 1800s, 

Pennsylvania was the center of the world's oil industry. Today, Pennsylvania crude oil continues to be 

highly prized as a superior lubricant." (Source: Display at Carnegie Museum of Natural History, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) 

 

     EPA Watch 

 

The proposed cuts to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency would 

have a large effect on the Ohio EPA because the Ohio EPA depends on 

federal dollars for $40 million, or 20%, of its $200 million budget. 

Massive federal cuts would be a double hit to the state. Craig Butler of the 

Ohio EPA recommends being vocal but doing it in the right way at the 

right level and making sure to be at the table as cuts are discussed. 

According to David Goldstone of the Natural Resources Defense Council, 

"This is not about budget arithmetic. This is an ideological assault on 

environmental protection." 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3ua6cX0pQIgDDz3QmkbFoiHW0Mq1pbmV57h6zkA3VLGwERxHMw9wB-5L11-FnzdzsCEhgFM-DwzR8iKFCyPmmzdBU_4NDlIXqlLBNGV3zo84=&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD39sR96BN8sDW3cNu5satjz5QXee1Utd-qhhY5S6ndY4DdC7HGf5zf1vbi7j6Fm92rmasLKpzplVx9hcMSS_2PpKhkxEz2jVeT&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
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While waiting to see what Congress does with the severe EPA budget-cutting recommendations in the 

Trump budget, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt, a climate-change denier, is trying to make his case for 

reorganizing the EPA and shifting its focus to developing America's natural resources by cutting 

regulations to increase job growth while still protecting the environment. He has said that since 1980, 

the country has experienced a 65% reduction in air pollutants that matter 

across the country and at the same time experienced economic growth. 

Pruitt, however, did not say that improved air quality might have been the 

result of those regulations. As an environmentalist, the regulation is 

working, moving the country to the future without hindering economic 

growth. 

 

 

During an interview on Fox Business Network's "Intelligence 

Report" (March 29, 2017), Pruitt laughed off the claim of John Podesta, a 

columnist and former chairman of the 2016 Hillary Clinton presidential 

campaign who previously served as chief of staff to President Bill Clinton 

and counselor to President Barack Obama, that Pruitt was destroying the 

entire planet. Pruitt then praised the American Independence executive order signed by President Donald 

Trump as making it easier for businesses to grow the economy and ending the war on the fossil fuel 

sector. Pruitt promised fair regulations. He said the Paris climate accord was a bad business deal for the 

United States because China and India did not have the same emissions controls as the United States 

until the year 2030, failing to mention that both China and India are considered to be underdeveloped 

countries. Pruitt described his approach as pro-growth and pro-environment and one that will be 

important to undoing Obama's "regulatory assault" on the coal industry. Pruitt continues to be optimistic 

about coal jobs coming back, even though Murray Energy Corporation executives have said that belief is 

unrealistic because the automation of coal processing is not a reversible trend. 

 

 

In a letter to energy companies, Pruitt told said that he will delay 

compliance with regulations that would have cut the amounts of heavy 

toxic metals in water piped from plants into rivers and lakes that often 

are used as sources of drinking water. Arsenic, lead and mercury are 

among the chemicals that leach from the coal ash left behind after 

burning coal to generate electricity. Pruitt is directing the EPA to study 

the issues further. Environmental groups have vowed to oppose this 

regulatory rollback of efforts to curb or end the use of fossil fuels. 

While l can see that these moves will help the energy companies make money in the near future, it 

seems to be a short-sighted approach. I cannot understand how any of this is going to protect the 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3wOdsVerhUZiguAMPkArgqquCuCfM-ClOrO-AABxyvP5ijfzJvUrLyd675cNytx8FpcMf-zQkvbiQXNEeB1KcYCZOSVitJ4ke7BXZnK3c79rxt2O6csMipxzIZA8_DSQE86DJg__rZRfq_-EGFVXFhmvIHEUJvesz347X0zDjqpFAb--aAsJOxrPyVVWxbLU5Syw9e_EluMkpwC2f7nrgU7IC6Q2S5xAhjw_p15LUvMb-CJ-ekcTJ6AZwabflNjWF&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O6k9UmlIECPEo92RKWDPsrAfEApGsTvOcAzxI6T2w1ot6mptMSW2XYKzklPvPwD3wOdsVerhUZiguAMPkArgqquCuCfM-ClOrO-AABxyvP5ijfzJvUrLyd675cNytx8FpcMf-zQkvbiQXNEeB1KcYCZOSVitJ4ke7BXZnK3c79rxt2O6csMipxzIZA8_DSQE86DJg__rZRfq_-EGFVXFhmvIHEUJvesz347X0zDjqpFAb--aAsJOxrPyVVWxbLU5Syw9e_EluMkpwC2f7nrgU7IC6Q2S5xAhjw_p15LUvMb-CJ-ekcTJ6AZwabflNjWF&c=1rl0XUNeLmPVD_oTEkT_l95GTFk-8-rzzITZcGs_ihVGzEERIb4ckg==&ch=i3cC_HEeuutvyqY60ts4I4A93Jh_i4DLSqJizYoOwsjrylowf1s6Wg==
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environment. Why not close the coal plants and train the coal workers for jobs of the future instead of 

trying to revive jobs of the past? 

 

 

Meanwhile, at the end of April, the courts granted a 60-day 

postponement before ruling on lawsuits that challenge Obama-era 

limits on carbon emissions, which are included in the former 

president's Clean Power Plan. The lawsuits were filed by industries 

and states that benefit from coal burning and see the limits as 

company-closing and job-killing. The courts are asking the parties 

for guidance about whether the rule should be sent back to the EPA 

for revision or repeal. Environmentalists strongly opposed the 

delay.   

 

Sources: Fox Business News, April 12 and March 29. 2017; Akron 

Beacon Journal, March 14, April 15 and 29, 2017. 

 

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

 

 

 

 

    National Park Visitors Contribute to National Economy 
 

 
 
The 331 million national park visitors in 2106 spent an estimated $18.4 billion in 

local gateway regions while visiting National Park Service lands across the 

country. These expenditures supported a total of 318,150 jobs, $12 billion in 

labor income, $19.9 billion in value added and $34.9 billion in economic output 

in the national economy. 

  

Directly impacted sectors include camping (a small fraction of overall spending 

at just under 2.5% of the total), groceries (less than 7%), transportation (7.4%), 

retail and recreation industries (about 10% each), restaurants (20.5%) and hotels (just over 31%). In the 

jobs sector, most affected were secondary jobs (such as those in manufacturing and assembly), hotels 

and restaurants. Not surprising is that the labor income, value-added and economic-output sectors follow 

the job-sector areas. 

 

As the overall 2016 budget for the National Park Service was about $3 billion, the estimated spending 

by park visitors is more than five times the cost of the parks. 

  

Close to home, a recent headline in the Akron Beacon Journal read, "Visitors to CVNP spent $70 

million in region." More than 2.4 million people visited the park last year. Visitors come from across the 

United States and from many foreign countries. The overall economic impact of these visitors was 

estimated at $87 million. It is further estimated that every dollar invested in the National Park Service 

returns $10 to the national economy. A significant return on investment is clear. 
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--Iris Meltzer 

 

     Dates to Remember 
 
June 2 and 3, 2017 (Friday and Saturday) 
Third Annual Edith Chase Symposium 

Multiple Events . . . 

June 2 (Friday) 
Event: Poetry Reading 

Time: 4 p.m. 

Theme: A celebration of the Cuyahoga River and its tributaries: The 

watershed where we live 

Presenters: Kent-area poets 

Location: Wick Poetry Center, Kent State University 

Cost: Free and open to the public.  

Registration: No registration is necessary. 

 

June 2 (Friday) 
Event: Symposium 

Time: 7 p.m. 

Theme: Restoration through Vegetation (education on restoring riverside ecosystems to clean surface water 

flowing into streams and lakes) 

Presenter: Christina Znidarsic, senior watershed manager for Chagrin River Watershed Partners 

Location: College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Kent State University 

Cost: Free and open to the public.  

Registration: No registration is necessary. 

 

June 3 (Saturday) 
Event: Workshop on Riverside Plants 

Time: 1 p.m. 

Presenter: Ken Christensen, Davey Resources and primary designer of the Plum Creek restoration project 

Description: Workshop geared toward the individual homeowner and farms and business owners of land with 

stream frontage offering guidance on planting the river-edge environment to benefit both the land and the water of 

the watershed. Christensen will provide a guided tour of the Plum Creek restoration project. Participants will learn 

how to use native plants for gardening and landscaping to improve water quality in local streams and rivers. 

Cost: Free and open to the public. 

Registration: Required. To register, call Marybeth at 330-297-7633 x 101, or email her at 

mwillett@portageswcd.org. The first 50 people to register will receive free native-plant packages.  

 

 

     The Environment in the News 

 

Climate March Draws Thousands of People Alarmed by Trump's Environmental Agenda 

New York Times - April 29, 2017 and Record-Courier - April 30, 2017 

The climate march was planned before the election of Donald Trump and was set on this date to mark the 100th 

day of the new president's term. It then became a vehicle for citizens to express their resolve in fighting Tump's 

climate policies, which are interwoven with social-justice issues. Thousands marched in Washington, D.C., and 

rallies were held around the country, including Seattle, Boston, Chicago and San Francisco. Participants objected 

to "Trump's rollback of restricts on mining, oil drilling, and greenhouse gas emissions at coal fired power plants, 

among other things." The list of grievances was long. While the president and his advisors are still debating 

mailto:mwillett@portageswcd.org
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whether the United States would remain in the Paris climate accord, the Environmental Protection Agency 

announced that it took down several web pages that contained climate data and other scientific information about 

climate change. The original climate march in 2014 predated the Paris accord for climate changed and urged 

international leaders to take collective action. This march came one week after the march for science in  600 cities 

around the world by people alarmed about political and public rejection of established research on subjects such 

as climate change and vaccine safety. 

 

Judge Sides with Ohio in Harbor Dredging Case 

Akron Beacon Journal - May 6, 2017 

Environmentalists won another court ruling when a federal judge ruled that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has 

to pay the past costs that arose from dumping PCB-loaded sediment from the Cuyahoga River into containments 

areas along Lake Erie, settling a case that began a couple of years ago about who should pay. 

 

Wind Farm's Reach Expands 

Akron Beacon Journal - May 2, 2017 

The first offshore wind farm in the United States is now is powering more of Rhode Island. The Deepwater 

Wind's five turbans began generating power in December and allowed the Block Island Power Company to shut 

down its diesel generators and to provide cheaper and cleaner energy at stable prices.  

  

White House Cancels Climate Pact Meeting 

Record-Courier - April 19, 2017 

President Donald Trump is still trying to decide whether to keep the U.S. commitment to the Paris climate 

agreement. There is disagreement between his advisors on climate change. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson 

supports staying in the deal, while Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt believes it is a 

bad deal for America. The reason given for postponing the meeting was scheduling conflicts among advisors who 

were going to participate in the discussion. 

   

Ohio Alters Bike Passing Law 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 21, 2017 

A new statewide law requires at least three feet of clearance when a motorist is passing a bicycle. This is 

considered a safe passing distance, and more than half of all states have such a law. And while several Ohio 

counties have enacted three-foot bike-passing laws, having the law statewide is less confusing. 

 

Atwater Crash Kills One, Breaks Oil Pipeline 

Record-Courier - April 24, 2017 

A one-car crash killed a 22-year old Deerfield man who went off the road and then struck and damaged an above-

ground "sales" pipeline. About 20 barrels (or 840 gallons) of oil was spilled in the area. Workers from the pipeline 

owner, EnerVest, and the Ohio Department of Natural Resources used an EPA-approved solvent to clean the oil 

off the land and road. The spill was 80% cleaned by the writing of this article, and the sales line was closed to 

prevent more crude or natural from gas going down that system. "A sales line is how gas and oil get from a well 

to a crude oil or gas marketer, who then hauls it away to a refinery." 

    

Pesticide Maker Tries to Kill Risk Study 

Record-Courier - April 21, 2017 

Dow Chemical and two other manufacturers want the Trump administration to scrap regulations to ignore the 

findings of federal scientific studies that point to a family of widely used pesticides, organophosphates. The 

studies showed that even tiny levels of exposure could hinder development of children's brains. The 

manufacturers are contending that the studies are fundamentally flawed. 

 

Mud from River Pipeline found in Ohio Wetlands 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 22, 2017 

Crews installing the underground Rover pipeline dumped 2 million gallons of drilling fluid into wetlands in 

Washington County, potentially damaging wildlife, according to a violation filed with the Ohio Environmental 
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Protection Agency. The drilling fluid coated 500,000 square miles of wetlands adjacent to the Tuscarawas River 

in Northeast Ohio. The drilling fluid is described as natural clay with no added chemicals. It has been contained 

and did not impact adjacent waterways, private wells or public water systems, according to the Ohio EPA. Such 

material, however, can affect water chemistry and potentially suffocate wildlife, fish, and micro-invertebrates. A 

second smaller spill also occurred when a pump failed and released mud over three-fourths of an acre into a 

wetland in Richland County. Environmentalists with the Sierra Club Ohio Chapter are calling for permanent 

cessation of construction, claiming that two spills in less than a month of construction is enough. The larger site is 

being cleaned up now, and construction is to begin shortly. 

  

U.S. Suing Sunoco over 2012 Gas Spill in Ohio 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 4, 2017 

The Environmental Protection Agency has filed suit against Sunoco over a 30-inch rupture in an eight-inch 

underground pipe Wellington, Ohio, that the agency claims violated the Clean Water Act. The spill of 89,000 

gallons of gasoline forced the evacuation of 70 residents from their homes for more than a week. The company 

found a defect during an inspection five years before the rupture, but it was never repaired or even inspected again 

 

Green Contributes to Pipeline Fight 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 14, 2017 

The Green City Council approved $10,000 to CORN, the nonprofit group seeking to reroute the Nexus pipeline 

away from Green and through what the group believes is a safer, more rural route to the south. Summit County 

has agreed to match the city of Green's contribution. CORN seeks to appeal and overturn the final environmental 

impact statement by a Federal Energy Regulatory agency panel and is asking for an injunction based on the Fifth 

Amendment, arguing that the proposed pipeline is now owned by a foreign (Canadian) company and is a private 

use rather than a public one. 

 

 

 

Science Supporters Rally for Freedom to Inquire 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 23, 2017 

From Washington, D.C., to cities around the globe, scientists, students and other advocates marched to stress the 

importance of scientific inquiry and respect for the results of science. Many have found it appalling that evidence 

has been crowded out by ideology. This is especially true with the issue of climate change, but other issues have 

been present for years--with people not knowing or respecting how much science affects products and services 

used daily. March organizers portrayed the event as political but not partisan and an attempt to protect science 

from assaults and defend scientific results. 

 

Study Will Focus on Better Ways to Deliver Energy 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 2, 2017 

Cleveland State University will look at the feasibility and costs of establishing microgrids in Cleveland and 

Cuyahoga County. CSU will collaborate with the Energy Policy Center and the Case Western Reserve University 

Great Lakes Energy Institute. A microgrid is a small-scale power grid that can operate independently or in 

conjunction with the main grid. It can be any size and could include one building on a solar array or hundreds of 

buildings connected to various energy generation sources. Its adaptive qualities make it more efficient and flexible 

than traditional systems. 

 

Ohio Gains 1,000 Solar Energy Jobs 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 30, 2016 
News from a national solar advocacy group that Ohio gained 1,020 solar-related jobs in 2016 comes as a House 

bill weakening clean energy makes its way through the state legislature. Even with the 21% gain, Ohio lags the 

25% growth for the rest of the country. The House Public Utilities Committee passed HB 114, which would again 

make renewable energy goals optional. If the bill passes, Gov. John Kasich has said that he is likely to veto the 

bill. The Sierra Club of Ohio pointed out that the state could have a much larger solar industry if the goals were 
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mandatory. Republican supporters of the bill say they want renewable energy to succeed with less help from the 

government.  

 

Clothing Fibers May Cause Sea Pollution 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 16, 2017 

Comfortable clothing such as yoga pants and anything made from nylon or polyester fleece are emerging as 

waterway and ocean polluters because they shed microscopic plastics that end up in the oceans, potentially 

contaminating seafood. The Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium is now expanding on a one-year study in 

Florida, where they expected to find microbeads from cosmetics but found even smaller fragments. It is still 

unknown how many microfibers marine life can ingest without hurting their health and whether microfiber 

accumulation up the food chain is harmful. Clothing manufacturer Patagonia is now supporting research into the 

prevalence of such pollution and promoting information about how to minimize microfiber shedding in the 

laundry. Washing machine manufacturers may need to be targeted next to try to reduce plastics in the oceans. 

  

Turbine Planners Try Again 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 21, 2017 

A renewable energy company is again facing opposition from landowners as it tries to gain final regulatory 

approval to carry wind power produced in the nation's heartland toward the east coast by way of a 780-mile-long 

power line. The Missouri Public Services Commission, which rejected a 2015 bid, is again hearing testimony. The 

line could supply the equivalent of 200,000 Missouri homes. 

 

Hydrogen Cars Creeping Up on Electrics 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 21, 2017 

More stations would need to be built for pollution-free hydrogen fuel cell cars to overtake electrics, but Toyota, 

Honda and Hyundai are leasing cars (up to 1,000 in 2017) in California, which has most of the country's 34 

hydrogen fueling stations. General Motors recently supplied the U.S. Army with a pickup truck that uses fuel cells 

and is collaborating with Honda on a longer-range fuel cell SUV. Fuel-cell cars can be refueled as quickly as gas-

powered cars and can travel farther between fill-ups than all-electric cars, which can take nine hours to fully 

recharge using a 240-volt home charger. 

 

 

Gas Companies Bid $5.2 Million for Lease of Park 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 24, 2017 

The lease to explore and potentially drill 1,180 acres in Ohio's Wayne Nation Forest and additional land in 

Southeast Ohio has laid claim to 1,840 acres in Munroe County to be used for fracking. The sale was for more 

than double the expected price--good news for taxpayers and private mineral-rights owners in the county. Fifty-

nine percent of the mineral rights in the national forest are privately owned. This has sparked outrage among 

many people fearful about what fracking could do to the forest land. Elena Fink, deputy state director, and Tony 

Scardina, supervisor of the Wayne National Forest, said their primary concern is ensuring that appropriate 

environmental protections are in place and that development meets or exceeds standards for protection of public 

health and safety. Up to an additional 40,000 acres of national forest land could eventually become available for 

oil and gas drilling through fracking. The next action is schedules for June 22. 

 

Imported Coal Ash Boggles U.S. Utilities 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 24, 2017 

Millions of tons of coal ash that American utility companies are trying to dispose of are sitting on riverbanks, 

while the same product is being imported from China, Poland and India through the Port of Virginia. Critics say it 

is a missed opportunity and sad that the ash here is threatening to contaminate American water sources. Coal ash 

includes bottom ash (which settles in boulders), fly ash (a powdery material captured in exhaust stacks), and 

synthetic gypsum (a byproduct of smokestack scrubbing). This ash can cost several dollars a ton when it is 

trucked directly from a utility to a factory or job site. The ash, however, is much more expensive if it has been 

stored for years either underground or underwater. Some companies have figured out how to reprocess ash 

discarded years ago, but others look overseas. More than 1,100 coal ash dumps, many unlined, are located in the 
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United States. In 2014, to encourage proper containment and recycling, the Environmental Protection Agency 

classified coal as nonhazardous, while stressing that the arsenic, mercury and lead must be properly managed to 

avoid human health risks. Dominion Energy is reprocessing ash at its four Virginia power stations to comply with 

EPA rules, and SEFA Group has partnered with South Carolina and Maryland utilities to recycle both old and 

new ash. 

 

 

Fight over Pipeline Not Over 

Record-Courier - March 28, 2017 

American Indian tribes continue to fight despite President Donald Trump's order to complete the pipeline and 

knowing that the flow of oil through the pipeline is eminent. The tribes vow to continue to fight in the courts to 

protect their life-giving waters, despite the desecration of their religious sites. The industry claims the pipeline is 

safe. In addition to South Dakota, the Iowa Sierra Club and a group of landowners are appealing the XL pipeline 

in the Iowa Supreme Court, where the issue is whether the pipeline benefits the public in Iowa and whether the 

government was right to allow Energy Transfer Partners (the pipeline builders) to use eminent domain to obtain 

land for the project. 

 

Air Quality Regulation Program Launched 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 26, 2017 

Small businesses in the Akron area will be able to receive free help to comply with complicated permit issues 

thanks to a program launched by the Akron Regional Air Quality Management District. Many new and small 

businesses often need to understand and comply with federal and state air quality regulations. Eligible companies 

range from small manufacturers that paint items, to dry cleaners, to funeral homes that operate crematories. The 

service is free and the first of its kind in Ohio. Larger companies hire firms to help them with emissions issues. 

Companies also can seek help from the state, as they have done in the past. 

 

Portage Gains Park 

Record-Courier - April 1, 2017 

The Portage Park District has added 215 acres near the Kent Bog. The new property is located north of Howe 

Road and has rolling hills, old fields, mature woods, and more than a mile of Plum Creek--plus 50 acres of peat 

bog located next to the Tom. S. Cooperrider Kent Bog State Nature Preserve. Carter Jones (the former owner) 

joined the Ohio Valley Conservation Coalition and the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District to obtain the land 

and seek grants from the Clean Ohio Green Space Conservation Fund and the Ohio Environmental Protection 

Agency's Water Resource Restoration Sponsor Program. The new park won't be ready for public use for a couple 

of years, until a master plan is developed to design low-impact facilities and trails. The Portage Park District is 

looking for creative uses for the land.  

 

Flint Water Lines to be Replaced 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 27, 2017 
Michigan and the city of Flint had to take out 18,000 lead or galvanized steel water lines by 2020 to settle lawsuit 

by residents over lead-contaminated water. State and federal money will cover the costs. Seven hundred water 

lines have already been replaced, and work continues. The deal will lessen the uncertainty of other residents about 

how to pay for their water lines, although some residents still feel discouraged by having to wait several years for 

new pipes. Even residents who get new water lines will be urged to continue using a water filter for six months. 

 

Report: EPA Rules Hurt State 

Akron Beacon Journal - March 18, 2017 

Ohio could lose 100,000 jobs and its GDP would drop by 1.2%, or $9 billion, if the country adopted the stricter 

emissions measures in the Paris agreement on climate change, according to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

report titled Impacts of Greenhouse Gas Regulations on the Industrial Sector. The report notes that under the 

stricter emissions measures, household income would fall by $390.The job loss would include 24,000 in the 

manufacturing/industrial sector. Cement output would drop by 16%, and steel output would decline by 13%. 
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Goodyear Welcomes Senator 

Akron Beacon Journal - April 21, 2017 

U.S. Sen. Rob Portman told a meeting at Goodyear that he plans to introduce legislation to revamp how federal 

regulations are formed. The intention he said, is to improve American competitiveness. He is working with 

Democrats and Republicans on the Regulatory Accountability Act and expects bipartisan support. Two changes 

from current practice would mean "using cost benefit analysis that says you have to use the least burdensome 

alternative to get whatever the objective congress has" and making major rules subject to judicial review. At the 

Goodyear event, Portman accepted (for the seventh time) the National Association of Manufacturers Award for 

Manufacturing Legislative Excellence.   

 

--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty   

 

 

     KEC Membership 
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are 

already a member, you will be receiving a reminder of renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for 

your dues. Remember, dues are the main source of income for KEC. We need your support to do our work.  

 

Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable to:  

Kent Environmental Council  

and mail to:    KEC, P.O. Box 395,Kent, OH 44240.  

 

To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership. 

 Membership levels are $45, Sustaining; $35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden Buckeye; $10, Student; $500, 

Lifetime; and $200, Organization.  KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) 

status. 

 

View our Website at www.kentenvironment.org 

 

 

Communicate with us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironmen 

 

 

 

Come for an informal breakfast discussion of environmental issues at Little City Grill  

every Friday at 8 a.m. No reservations necessary..   

http://www.kentenvironment.org/
http://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironmen

